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Dyrobes Software is a rotor spinning and stability analysis software. Rotor spinning analysis typically
includes calculation of the damping rate, penetration field and surge field by. Dynamic analysis

involves the application of forces, torque, and displacement to simulate the. Ansys Software Version
11.2.1 is a software product of ANSYS. Ansys software includes the best. ANSYS software is widely

applied in mechanical engineering, hydraulic engineering. Ansys is a product of ANSYS, Inc. based in
Canonsburg, PA, that has been designing and evolving. its Finite Element (FE) software for over 30

years. ANSYSâ€™* customer-focused solutions span a broad. Ansys is a product of ANSYS, Inc. based
in Canonsburg, PA, that has been designing and evolving. its Finite Element (FE) software for over 30

years. ANSYSâ€™* customer-focused solutions span a broad. ANSYS is a product of ANSYS, Inc.
based in Canonsburg, PA, that has been designing and evolving. its Finite Element (FE) software for
over 30 years. ANSYSâ€™* customer-focused solutions span a broad. ANSYS. Based in Canonsburg,
Pennsylvania, ANSYS, Inc. is a global leader in engineering simulation, mathematics. Dynamic and
statics analysis, finite elements,. A financial, social and environmental benefits model (or. ANSYS,
Inc. designs and develops software for engineers to solve product, machine and. ANSYS versions,

including Business Studio, Construct, DMPlus, DyRoBeS, Suite.Gain reflectors are used in a variety of
devices and systems to direct energy over a given path. One typical application for gain reflectors is

in the field of communication systems. For example, it is known to use gain reflectors as power
couplers in multiple input, single output communication systems in order to provide balanced signals

from a plurality of inputs to one or more outputs. As such, each of the inputs may be easily
connected to the output without worrying about the outputs being skewed or unbalanced with

respect to the others. As another example, it is known to use gain reflectors in optical receivers to
convert incident radiation into a local oscillator signal that is phase coherent with the incident

radiation. In such an application, a reference signal, such as an in-phase, I.sub.B,
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